
A Continual Care Community

We all live with the fact that someday our loved ones will need to have help with day to day life and that we will too. As of right now there is a generally negative feeling towards moving out of one’s home and into an assisted living facility, and eventually into a nursing home. There is an added anxiety when having to look into memory loss facilities. These institutions are taking peoples indepen-
dence and in return creating a glum reality for people who are already suffering. The current pandemic that our world is in, and Covid 19 being the deadliest towards our elderly population, there is another challenge added to designing for an elderly population. With all of this in mind I began researching with the goal in mind of designing the ideal living arrangement for the elderly that suffer 
from memory loss whether that be Alzheimer's, or dementia.  To achieve this goal, I have a couple questions that need to be answered, such as, how can a space’s design promote independence, and a sense of community? Can a design be effective in deterring memory loss? How can there be a safe design that is separate yet involved in the community? How can a design allow for people 
to visit safely in a pandemic? In my effort to answer these questions I started with exploring some case studies which detail the current issues of todays assisted living facilities. My final design is drawn from my research and investigation into how to create the ideal living arrangement for the elderly population and those who suffer from memory loss. This research topic will explore the 
down falls of the current design of memory loss institutions, and how we can build a better option for our elderly population.

While the rates of Alzheimer’s and over all population of the elderly, is larger in the southern states, I want to provide a facility for those who do not want to leave their general area. Maintaining daily routine has been seen as helpful with memory loss. Staying in the same general area can help with maintaining current routines and habits.  I have chosen a site near Portland, Oregon. This will be 
a great opportunity for local people who are living with memory loss to live independently near their families.  

With the baby boomer generation growing older there will be an unusually large amount of people in need of assisted living and memory care.  This gives us as designers the opportunity to change and explore the current design of memory care facilities so that in the future when we are in need of these facilities, we will have an ideal place to live. This is a unifying Idea that is relevant to 
society because we are currently in a pandemic that is isolating our older population from any type of socialization which is crucial to helping them maintain their brain activity. How can a space be developed to protect from yet provide opportunities to be involved in the community to help slow down the process of memory loss? This question will change as our world changes to adapt with 
the current pandemic.

 We will all at one point in our lives be in need of assistance. What that will look like in the future compared to what it looks like now is an unknown.  I want to focus the design on creating a safe environment and encourage building community while also continuing exposure to new things to keep them involved in society and involved in continuous learning. I believe the way we are taking care of 
our elderly is a social problem. They are being placed in homes out of the way as to not be a burden to anyone. I do not think aging should be thought of as a negative. The more our elderly population is involved in our communities the richer and more exploitative our community’s education will be. I want to design a living arrangement that is not just a box on the outside edge of the town. 

As my grandparents and parents grown older it becomes more of a reality that some day  they will  not be able to live on their own. My grandfather suffers from severe dementia and due to covid is in even more isolation than normal. I have seen the negative effects of this, and the unwillingness to leave ones home and family . The anxiety and fear that are apart of people who struggle with 
memory loss's everyday life is heart breaking. Design  is very powerful and I believe there is a solution to this problem through design.

I want to integrate our ages to help benefit our communities. There is also an economic issue with the current assisted living and memory care centers. They are extremely expensive, and our elderly population is retired and on a budget. I want to provide an opportunity for work or a way to make a marginal income to help with this issue. We as a society need to reintegrate the older popula-
tion into our day to day lives to build a more well-rounded future. Some of their ideas might be dated, but these are also the people who have shaped the world we live in today, and we could learn a lot from them as they could learn a lot from us. Through interviews, observations, and research into designing for memory care and assisted living I will design an Ideal living arrangement for the 
elderly dealing with memory loss to bring them back into the community. Taking care of our elderly is taking care of our future.

Circulation Analysis
When designing for people dealing with memory loss, creating a environment that is not confusing is crucial. During my research I found a study that gave people with memory loss tasks to complete like, 
got to the kitchen, turn left down the hallway, and then find the outdoor spaces. From there they would see what was creating confusion and what design details could lead to a more clear path. They 
found many solutions that lead to a more independent resident. One of the components I incorporated where creating living spaces with a small amount of residents. Too many residents in one area leads 
to over stimulation and leads to confusion and anxiety. I broke down the building into eight pods, to break up the living spaces and allow for the residents to not be over stimulated. Another component 
is arranging the space so that when a resident leaves their room they can see the kitchen, or dining area. While designing my pods I made sure to have an open dining and lounge area that the residents 
enter from just leaving their room. Not having to go to far, or walk down long hallways lessens confusion. Having the outdoor spaces accessible and visible from common area lead to residents being 
able to find the outdoor spaces independently. I incorporated this through having the outdoor spaces visible from the multipurpose class rooms. Creating an open Asymmetrical layout also leads to less 
confusion. Mirrored hallways often times lead to residents getting lost. All of these circulation features lead to lessened anxiety and stress. This leads to a better nights sleep and a overall happier 
demeanor. 

The other aspect that comes into play with the circulation of this building is the current Pandemic our world is in. With the Corona Virus in mind I designed three main sections to the design. The entrance 
area for staff and visitors, the residential pods, and the hospital. Each pod was designed to be able to function in a quarantine. If someone in a pod contracted a disease they can be taken to the quaran-
tine wing of the hospital, and the other residents of the pod can remain in their own rooms and pod while being in a quarantine. They can even still visit the outdoor spaces during certain times. This will 
not only help with stopping the spread, but reduce the confusion around the whole situation. In order to also keep guests from bringing in outside viruses the meeting and visiting area is separate from 
the pods. The outdoor spaces for visitors are in the from of the building allowing for outside visiting separate from other residents. Keeping these features will not only be useful currently, and in 
future pandemics, but during a flu season as well. 

All of the research used in the project and discussed above was documented in the article “Dementia-Friendly Architecture: Environments That Facilitate Way�nding  in Nursing Homes” written and researched by  Gesine Marquardt, PhD, and 
Peter Schmieg, PhD

1- Kitchen
2- Bathroom
3-Laundry room
4- Bedroom
5- Physical therapy
6- Living room
7- Family center
8- Reception
9-Mail room
10- Office
11- Security
12- Mechanical
13- Doctors office
14- Patient room
15- Storage
16- Locker room
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